1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

1.1. ATR, a PI3K like kinase {#sec0010}
----------------------------

ATR is a eukaryotic gene (Chromosome location 3q23), encoding the DNA damage checkpoint protein kinase ATR. ATR consists 2644-amino acids and shares significant homology to previously reported kinases Mei-41 (*Drosophila melanogaster*), Mec1 (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) and Rad3 (*Schizosaccharomyces pombe*) [@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015]. The key role of this protein is to maintain genomic integrity. Once activated ATR protects the integrity of replicating chromosomes by stabilizing stalled replication forks and by influencing origin firing and it coordinates cell cycle progression with DNA repair options [@bib0020]. ATR is essential for cell survival and its depletion leads to embryonic lethality in mice [@bib0025], [@bib0030]. However, ATR hypomorphic mutations which result in significant reduction of protein levels cause the Seckel syndrome (OMIM 210600) [@bib0035], a rare autosomal recessive disorder, characterized mainly by mild to severe mental retardation, growth retardation, dwarfism, microcephaly and other craniofacial abnormalities [@bib0035], [@bib0040].

ATR belongs to the Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-related kinases (PIKKs) family, with a consensus phosphorylation site at serine or threonine residues, that are followed by glutamine (SQ/TQ) [@bib0045]. The mammalian PIKK family constitutes of six proteins, namely: mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM), ATR, DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK), suppressor of morphogenesis in genitalia-1 (SMG-1), and transformation/transcription domain-associated protein (TRRAP). Unlike canonical PI3 kinases, the PIKKs lack lipid phosphorylation activity and function as protein kinases instead [@bib0050].

During the past two decades, studies on the physiological role of ATR were mainly focused on its role as a DNA damage response kinase in the context of genotoxic insults, although more recently it has been implicated in other processes [@bib0055], [@bib0060]. We will summarize the mechanisms leading to ATR activation and discuss the non-canonical modes of ATR activation in response to various intrinsic and extrinsic cellular stresses.

1.2. Canonical activation of ATR {#sec0015}
--------------------------------

In the last couple of decades, the roles of ATR in maintaining genome integrity by ensuring replication fork stability and coordinating cell cycle progression with the DNA repair has been extensively studied [@bib0020], [@bib0065], [@bib0070], [@bib0075]. Important mechanistic details on ATR functions have been elucidated in budding and fission yeasts where it is called Mec1 and Rad3 respectively. Along with ATM and DNA-PK, ATR is activated in response to DNA damage and initiates a cell response leading to cell cycle slowdown, stimulation of DNA repair and induction of apoptosis in the presence of massive DNA damage. ATR specifically recognises single stranded DNA (ssDNA) lesions coated by RPA (Replication Protein A). Processes like DNA replication and DNA damage repair commonly give rise to such ssDNA (for detailed reviews refer to [@bib0020], [@bib0065], [@bib0070]). However, whether ssDNA represents the ATR signal is still under debate [@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0090]. ATR activation in response to DNA damage is dependent on its binding with the obligatory partner ATRIP (ATR interacting protein) [@bib0095]. Briefly ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}), genotoxic agents such as DNA damage inducers or drugs interfering with DNA synthesis as well as pathological events such as oncogene-induced replication stress, generate long stretches of ssDNA that becomes immediately coated with the ssDNA binding protein complex RPA. RPA-ssDNA nucleofialments act as a substrate for ATR, which is recruited there along with its partner ATRIP [@bib0100], [@bib0105] in a 9-1-1 complex and TOPBP1-dependent manner [@bib0020], [@bib0110] ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Once recruited, ATR phosphorylates an array of proteins including the checkpoint kinase 1(CHK1) [@bib0115] thus triggering the cellular level response to DNA damage.

While activation of ATR following DNA damage is primarily assisted by its heterodimerization with its obligatory partner ATRIP, and subsequent associations with RPA- ssDNA nucleofilaments and with TopBP1 [@bib0095], [@bib0100], recent observations suggest that, perhaps, this scenario is rather oversimplified. ATR activation is influenced also by post translational modifications (PTM) such as ubiquitination of RPA [@bib0120] and SUMOylation of ATRIP [@bib0125]. Inhibition of RPA32 ubiquitination through depletion of the ubiquitin ligase PRP19 (Pre-mRNA-processing factor) diminishes RPA complex phosphorylation and results in limited recruitment and activation of the ATR complex on RPA-ssDNA [@bib0120]. Moreover, ATRIP SUMOylation mutants reduce ATRIP interactions with ATR as well as with RPA and TopBP1. Some studies also support the notion of an alternative pathway, independent of RPA, for ATR activation in response to DNA damage [@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0130], suggesting that further studies are needed to understand the DNA damage-dependent role of ATR and to revisit the currently accepted model in the field.

1.3. Non-canonical activation of ATR {#sec0020}
------------------------------------

Since PI3K members are sensors of distinct cell stress responses, PIKKs, including ATM, ATR and DNA-PKs are also expected to perform multiple functions, rather than being confined to a particular one. However, due to the elevated attention towards the DNA damage responses (DDR), possible alternative roles for these kinases have been perhaps overlooked. These kinases are also expressed in terminally differentiated tissues such as muscles and neurons, which do not undergo any active cell division. The symptoms of gene-associated diseases such as ataxia telangiectasia progressively increase after the complete development, arguing for a DNA damage-independent role of these kinases [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. Moreover, few studies confirmed the presence of ATM, ATR and DNA-PK in the cytoplasm and in organelles, contributing in their respective functionalities in DNA damage-independent pathways [@bib0135], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]. ATR has been shown to respond to a variety of stress stimuli like mechanical stress, osmotic stress [@bib0060] and thermal shock [@bib0160] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, ATR was shown to play important roles in organelles like mitochondria [@bib0055], centrosomes [@bib0145] and nucleoli [@bib0060], [@bib0165].

Below, we summarize all the alternative substrates that are proposed to activate ATR other than DNA.

2. Structure and PTMs of ATR {#sec0025}
============================

PIKKs share a conserved primary structure with a varying number of amino acids in each domain ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). The general structure of PIKKs comprises of a N-terminal HEAT (Huntingtin, Elongation factor 3, Alpha-regulatory subunit of protein phosphatase 2A and TOR1) repeats followed by FAT domain (FRAP-ATM-TRRAP), KD (kinase domain), PRD (PIKK regulatory domain) and a FATC (FAT-C-terminal) domain [@bib0020], [@bib0170], [@bib0175], [@bib0180] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). In general, HEAT repeats mediate protein-protein interactions and the large number of HEAT repeats in PIKKs might indicate the presence of a large set of interactive substrates [@bib0180], [@bib0185], [@bib0190]. In the case of ATR, its N-terminus constitutes of 45 HEAT repeats [@bib0185], including the binding site for ATRIP and a Nuclear Localization Sequence (NLS) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib0020]. ATRIP binding to ATR is dispensable for the activity of ATR [@bib0020], [@bib0095]. The ATRIP-ATR complex also provides a platform for post translational modifications such as phosphorylation, SUMOylation [@bib0125] and ubiquitylation [@bib0120] that enhance the binding of other interactors such as RPA and TopBP1. A recent study reported the presence of a BH-3-like domain within HEAT repeats, which may explain the role of ATR in regulating apoptotic processes [@bib0055]. The HEAT repeats of DNA-PK have been proposed to bind DNA [@bib0195], [@bib0200]. Despite the fact that ATR does not contain any DNA-binding domains, it can interact with UV-damaged DNA [@bib0205]. Extrapolations from the structure of DNA-PK can propose a potential region in ATR for DNA binding [@bib0090]. A point mutation within HEAT repeats (S1333) resulted in a hyperactive ATR kinase suggesting that HEAT repeats can alter the kinase activity of ATR [@bib0210]. Intriguingly, HEAT repeats also acts as elastic connectors, ideal to sense mechanical stimuli [@bib0215]. The FAT domains of mTOR and DNA-PK are composed mainly of Helix-turn-Helix repeats and they wrap around the kinase domain [@bib0190], [@bib0195], [@bib0200]. This could apply to other PIKKs including ATR [@bib0190]. Both ATM and ATR interact with NEMO (NF-kB essential modulator) through the FAT domain and regulate NF-kB activity [@bib0220], suggesting that the FAT domain can regulate binding partners in certain contexts. The kinase domain (KD) of PIKKs shares maximum homology with the catalytic domain of classical PI3 Kinases. In spite of this homology, kinases of the PIKK family lack lipid kinase activity; rather they catalyze protein phosphorylation upon activation [@bib0170], [@bib0175]. Every PIKK contains a unique amino acid sequence between the Kinase domain and the FATC domain defined as the PIKK Regulatory domain (PRD) [@bib0170], [@bib0175]. The PRD domain of ATR is hypothesized to be 30 amino acids long and to interact with TopBP1 [@bib0225]. Mutations in the PRD of ATR affect the TopBP1-dependent ATR activation without influencing its basal kinase activity and ATRIP binding [@bib0225]. The most C-terminal of ATR has a FATC domain, the most conserved domain amongst all the PIKK members ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). This 33-amino acid long domain, consisting mostly of hydrophobic aromatic residues, is dispensable for PIKK kinase activity [@bib0170], [@bib0175]. Resembling PI3 kinases, the FATC domains of all PIKKs can interact with membrane mimetic structures and induce structural alterations within them [@bib0230]. FATC domains are not only conserved but functionally identical amongst PIKK members and can be interchanged without affecting the kinase activity, at least for some PIKKs [@bib0235]. However, replacing the FATC domain of ATR with that of ATM results in a kinase-dead protein, suggesting that the FATC domain of ATR is both unique and necessary for its activity [@bib0225]. In yeast, the FATC domain of Mec1 mediates its kinase activity, nuclear localization and stability of the protein [@bib0240].

ATR, given its large size harbors many potential targets for PTM. Despite the fact that these PTMs could alter the function, conformation and structure of ATR, our knowledge regarding the PTMs and their relevance remains very limited. Similar to other PIKKs, ATR also undergoes autophosphorylation at Thr-1989 upon DNA damage, a proposed hallmark for active ATR [@bib0245], [@bib0250]. This autophosphorylation is strongly dependent on the kinase activity of ATR and could impact the ATR-dependent DNA damage response. Another phosphorylation site is Ser-428, which is implicated in mRNA processing [@bib0255] and in altering ATR isomerization [@bib0055]. These recent findings mark the beginning of identifications of different PTMs that regulate ATR activity; an expanding area of research. Insights from the structure and the PTM status of ATR will have a profound impact on our understanding of its activity.

3. NON-canonical substrates for ATR activation {#sec0030}
==============================================

3.1. Nuclear envelope {#sec0035}
---------------------

The nuclear envelope (NE) is a phospholipid bilayer that separates the nucleoplasm from the cytoplasm. It is composed of a bilayer embedded with nuclear pores, Lamins and LINC complexes (for detailed review Refs. [@bib0260], [@bib0265]). Apart from its role in regulating nuclear homeostasis, the NE also functions as a signal inducer, integrator and transducer of a variety of cellar signaling pathways [@bib0270]. It influences nuclear transport, transcription, replication, DNA repair, protein export, mRNA synthesis, cell fate/differentiation and migration among other processes. The structure and composition of NE are strictly regulated based on the tissue and the cell cycle phase [@bib0270], [@bib0275], [@bib0280], [@bib0285], [@bib0290]. Events that challenge NE integrity could lead to a variety of pathologies including cancer [@bib0265], [@bib0270], [@bib0275], [@bib0295].

The NE constantly experiences mechanical forces originating internally by topological constrains of chromatin or by external stimuli on the cytoskeleton [@bib0265]. LINC complexes in the NE connect the nucleus with the cytoskeleton providing continuity for transducing mechanical signals across the membranes [@bib0300]. This makes the NE an ideal platform to sense both nuclear and cytoskeletal mechanical stress and, if needed, to convert them into a chemical signal, which can then be exploited by the cell for initiating an appropriate response.

During mitosis, condensing chromatin impose topological stress to the NE [@bib0305]. Through an unknown mechanism, ATR can sense these forces, relocate into the NE and locally phosphorylate CHK1 kinase at the NE [@bib0060] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). In *S. cerevisiae,* Mec1 resolves fork collision with transcription machinery near the NE by untethering the RNA from the nuclear pore and relaxing the DNA [@bib0310]. Furthermore, ATR also responds rapidly to NE deformation caused by external forces [@bib0060] or altered membrane fluidity [@bib0315] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Hyperosmotic conditions shrink the nucleus and induce raffles in the NE. Under this hyperosmotic stress conditions, ATR relocates into the NE and phosphorylates CHK1 locally [@bib0060] in a reversible way. This osmotic challenge is also known to induce chromatin compaction [@bib0320], suggesting an involvement of ATR in this process as a measure to preserve genome integrity [@bib0060]. Phosphorylated ATR (S428) is present in the nucleus with little enrichment in the NE and in splicing speckles [@bib0255]. However, compromising the integrity of NE by deleting Lamin A results in a strong reduction of this phospho-ATR signal, suggesting the NE can alter the PTM status of ATR and influence its function [@bib0255]. Another study demonstrates that ATR is activated upon altering lipid composition of membranes [@bib0315] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Phosphatidylcholines (PCs), a class of phospholipids composing membranes including nuclear envelope, constitute one of the most abundant phospholipid bulks in membranes [@bib0325]. The nuclear membrane has a high proportion of saturated PCs relative to polyunsaturated PCs. Altering membrane fluidity, by reducing levels of saturated PCs and increasing polyunsaturated PCs using a specific inhibitor leads to ATR activation, p-53 phosphorylation and cell cycle arrest in G1 phase [@bib0315]. Transfecting cells with HIV-1 Viral protein R (VPR) also resulted in ATR activation and subsequent CHK1 phosphorylation and cell cycle arrest during G2 of the cell cycle [@bib0330] ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Localization of VPR to the NE, which results in NE disruption, is crucial for this arrest [@bib0335], [@bib0340]. This suggests that ATR can directly or indirectly sense NE deformations [@bib0345].

Hence, both physical and chemical alterations of the nuclear envelope can activate ATR ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}) and subsequent signaling such as phosphorylation of CHK1, p53 and cell cycle control. In addition, there is an overlap of cellular processes where both ATR and NE are involved. Even though most of the above-mentioned studies are centered on the classical role of ATR such as phosphorylation of CHK1 and p53 and cell cycle arrest, they strongly emphasize the need for further characterization of ATR's role in NE homeostasis. Several questions like the mechanism of ATR recruitment and activation at the altered NE, proteins and pathways that are recruited by active ATR at the NE and most importantly the physiological relevance of ATR's role at the NE in a living organism remains to be addressed.

3.2. The nucleolus {#sec0040}
------------------

Nucleoli are non-membranous organelles in the nucleus harboring mainly ribosomal genes (rDNA). Nucleolar homeostasis is determined both by its apt functionality and well-preserved morphology. Apart from its main role in ribosomal biogenesis, nucleolus also functions as a sensor of stress for the cell. Almost all types of cellular stress (as comprehensively listed by Boulon et al. [@bib0350]) alter nucleolar morphology or function, threatening its homeostasis. This in turn triggers response mechanisms within and outside the nucleolus. These responses include inhibition of rRNA synthesis, inhibition of cell cycle progression, structural alterations, disassembly and reorganization of compartments, segregation and protein trafficking [@bib0350]. PIKKs can also mediate some of these responses [@bib0355], [@bib0360]. Inhibition of mTOR by nutrient deprivation or rapamycin treatment reduces ribosome subunit production [@bib0360]. ATM is a central player for repairing nucleolar DNA lesions and in regulating rRNA synthesis in response to non-nucleolar DNA damage [@bib0355]. ATR instead functions in stress stimuli that are independent of DNA damage, responding mainly to alterations in nucleolar homeostasis (discussed below).

ATR responds to nucleolar stress either by re-localizing itself into the nucleolus or by phosphorylating CHK1 and p53, stabilizing p53 and consequently slowing down cell cycle progression. Recent studies showed that ATR relocates into the nucleolus in response to external stress conditions that alter nucleolar homeostasis ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). When cells are challenged with hypoosmotic stress or mechanical stress by applying compressive load, ATR rapidly relocalizes into the nucleolus as well as at the nuclear envelope and phosphorylates CHK1 [@bib0060]. In addition, thermal shock (hypothermia) activates ATR, which relocates into the nucleolus, phosphorylates p53(S15), consequently up-regulating p21 expression and inducing cell cycle arrest [@bib0160]. Inhibition of RNA polymerase I with actinomycin D(ActD) also induces nucleolar stress. This leads to activation of ATR, which then phosphorylates CHK1(S345) and p53(S15) [@bib0165], [@bib0365]. Moreover, Rad9B (a Rad9A paralog), relocates on nucleoli in a ATR and JNK dependent manner upon UV-induced nucleolar disruption [@bib0370], suggesting that ATR can also recruit other proteins into damaged nucleoli. Ectopic expression of TopBP1 [@bib0365] induces nucleolar stress by inhibiting rRNA synthesis and causes nucleolar segregation through a process dependent on ATR and possibly the 9-1-1 complex.

ARF tumor suppressor (p14^ARF^) is a nucleolar protein that inhibits rRNA synthesis, induces anti-proliferative gene-expression, activates pro-apoptotic signals and regulates replicative and oncogene-induced senescence[@bib0375], [@bib0380], [@bib0385]. Upon induction, ARF activates the ATR/CHK1 pathway ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}), which then deactivates RelA, (a component of NF-kB), by phosphorylating it (T505). ARF induction also results in nucleolar relocalization of ATR along with BRCA1, and in phosphorylation of p53(S15) and cell cycle arrest [@bib0390]. In a similar study on cells lacking the MAPK members ERK1 or ERK2, ATR re-localized in the nucleolus instead of ssDNA-RPA foci upon HU treatment [@bib0395]. The MEK-ERK pathway is activated by many growth factor signals and is shown to regulate the DDR activity of ATR [@bib0400] through an unknown mechanism. Deletion of ERK1 and 2 reduces replication-induced CHK1 and p53 phosphorylation without affecting p53 stabilization. Another study demonstrated that in senescent cells, ATR is localized to the nucleolus, and this subpopulation of nucleolar ATR does not exhibit phosphorylation at Ser-428 [@bib0255].

In summary ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}), ATR senses nucleolar integrity. Since the only parameter that is common in all the above cases is an alteration of structural integrity of the nucleolus, without any obvious DNA damage (observed by the yH2AX foci or 53BP1 foci formations), one possibility is that ATR senses such structural alterations triggering an appropriate response. However, more work will be required to fully elucidate the ATR-mediated response to nucleolar stress.

3.3. Centrosome {#sec0045}
---------------

Centrosomes are the microtubule organizing centers in the cytoplasm, composed of two centrioles coated with a matrix of pericentriolar material (PCM). Other than regulating microtubule nucleation and mitotic spindle formation, centrosomes also function as decision makers in many cellular processes [@bib0405], [@bib0410]. The number of centrosome and their duplication are tightly regulated in a cell cycle-dependent way. Altered numbers of centrosomes (as in case of many cancers) could result in multipolar cell divisions, aneuploidy and mitotic catastrophe. Centrosome duplication, DNA damage and cell cycle seem to have a very intricate dependency. Several DNA damage signaling molecules, cell cycle regulators and checkpoint kinases are localized to centrosomes and/or functionally regulated by centrosomes [@bib0415]. Many carcinogens and DNA damaging agents alter this centrosome number and/or alter the centrosome duplication cycle [@bib0415]. (However, we will focus only on ATR and its DDR-independent functions, for detailed review on centrosomes please read [@bib0405], [@bib0410], [@bib0415]).

During mitosis, ATR and other members of this pathway ATRIP, CHK1, p53 and BRCA1 localize to the centrosomes [@bib0145]. Centrosomal ATR was phosphorylated at Ser-428 [@bib0255]. Furthermore, NBS1/ATR/BRCA1 pathway is necessary for mono-ubiquitination of γ-Tubulin and for regulating centrosome amplification [@bib0420]. Immunoprecipitation of ATR with γ-Tubulin suggests a direct role in regulating tubulin-nucleation process [@bib0145]. Cells from ATR seckel patients have supernumerary centrosomes and defective mitosis [@bib0425]. Seckel syndrome is also caused by mutations affecting the gene encoding the centrosomal protein Pericentrin (PCNT), which is involved in the ATR-dependent signaling pathway [@bib0430]. Surprisingly, PCNT-seckel patients also show defective ATR signaling pathway [@bib0425], [@bib0435]. Other centrosomal gene mutations including CEP152, CPAP, MCPH1 also cause microcephaly and dwarfism. Most of them, if not all, are involved in ATR signaling and patient cells have defective ATR signaling [@bib0440].

Centrosomes play a prominent role in deciding symmetric and asymmetric cell divisions and cell fate by regulating spindle alignment [@bib0405]. In **Caenorhabditis* elegans*, ATR/CHK1 pathway regulates asynchrony in cell division by differentially inducing replication delays in cells [@bib0445]. Forced expression of ATR inhibits MyoD, consequently counteracting differentiation of myoblasts into muscles. Additional phenotypes include abnormal centrosomal amplifications, aneuploidy and defective cell cycle arrest [@bib0450]. However, the contributions of centrosomes in these contexts seem highly plausible, but remain to be tested. In non-dividing, quiescent cells, centrioles form basal bodies for cilia and flagella [@bib0405], [@bib0410]. A recent study reported ATR localization in the cilia of Photo Receptor (PR) cells of mice retina. They further showed that the absence of ATR localization to cilia in heterozygous ATR seckel mice resulted in significant shortening of cilia and as a result PR cells underwent severe degeneration [@bib0155], suggesting a possible role of ATR in maintaining cilia in non-dividing cells.

The relation between ATR and centrosomes seem to be more complicated than other structures discussed earlier, the NE and the nucleolus. Both ATR and centrosomes can influence each other functions significantly, thus impacting at the organismal level. Hence, studies uncovering the crosstalk of ATR and centrosomes are necessary and clinically relevant.

3.4. The cytoplasm {#sec0050}
------------------

A recent study showed that cytoplasmic ATR is associated with mitochondria and through BH3 domain-dependent interactions with mitochondrial proteins, it promotes anti-apoptotic pathways [@bib0055]. In *C. elegans* ATL-1(ATR ortholog) defects cause reduction of mitochondrial DNA copy number and induce activation of mild oxidative stress and altered lifespan of the organism [@bib0455], [@bib0460]. Through its FAT domain, ATR can interact with NEMO and suppress the pro apoptotic signaling in the context of replication stress [@bib0220]. In brain tissues, ATR was shown to be more cytoplasmic, interacting with ATM and phosphorylating the synaptic vesicle protein VAMP2, suggesting a role in neuronal synapses [@bib0150].

ATR seckel fibroblasts have active p38 stress response and as a result undergo premature senescence. These cells also express elevated levels of stress fibers, increased levels of phospho-Cofilin, a regulator of actin dynamics and endocytotic protein phosho-Caveolin1 [@bib0465]. In *D. melanogaster*, Mei-41 was identified in a screen as one of the cytoskeletal organization factors [@bib0470]. In addition, a large number of cytoskeletal proteins are phosphorylated by ATM/ATR upon genomic stress [@bib0115]. Recently a study revealed a crosstalk between ATR and Rho signaling. Alterations in the Rho pathway resulted in reduced ATR signaling and ATR defects reduced active RhoA and phosho-myosin light chain 2, implying defective Rho signaling [@bib0475]. Another novel role of ATR is in regulating leptin-dependent STAT3 signaling, suggesting a potential involvement in maintenance of cellular energy balance [@bib0480].

The number of cellular processes involving or regulated by ATR are constantly on the rise. However, the majority of them are based on preliminary pieces of evidences and further studies need to be performed in order to have a clear unified understanding of the role of ATR in the cytoplasm.

4. Implications in diseases and clinical relevance {#sec0055}
==================================================

Since ATR is an essential gene, it is rare to find a loss of function-associated diseases with this gene. Seckel syndrome is one such rare disorder that is associated with ATR and is caused by a splicing mutation (Exon 9) [@bib0035] or heterozygous mutations combining deletion in one allele and splicing mutation in another allele (exon 33) [@bib0485]. As a result, seckel cells exhibit a significant reduction in the level of ATR. Seckel patients suffer severe growth retardation, microcephaly and defective brain and central nervous system development [@bib0040]. Other mutations that cause microcephaly and dwarfism alter centrosome proteins like CENPJ, PCNT and CEP152. However, it is important to note that the majority of them have defective ATR signaling. It was also proposed that the pathway involving ATR, centrosome and cell cycle progression could be the key central theme for causing primary dwarfism [@bib0440]. Additionally, blepharophimosis-ptosis-epicanthus inversus syndrome (BPES), another syndrome with microcephaly and growth retardation, caused by deletions of FOXL2 gene at chromosomal locus 3q, some of the non-BPES abnormalities were assigned to the deletion of ATR, which is also at the same chromosomal locus 3q [@bib0490]. This raises the possibility of secondary level mutations in ATR in diseases that are not yet related to ATR. Mouse models with conditional deletion of ATR or humanized Seckel mice show premature aging or progeroid symptoms [@bib0495], [@bib0500]. Generally, defective NE is considered to be the cause of these syndromes, and patient cells exhibit compromised nuclear architecture, defective DDR pathways, replication arrests and senescence [@bib0505]. Since ATR can directly sense the NE deformations and induce responses and alter its localization and function in normal and senescent cells, understanding the role of ATR in the context of these laminopathies will be relevant.

Traditionally, ATR is considered a tumor suppressor. However deletion of ATR can reduce tumor development and progression [@bib0510]. Inhibitors of ATR kinase activity are actively perceived as anti-cancer drugs [@bib0515]. But, certain ATR mutations that do not alter protein levels can increase the probability of cancer disposition, [@bib0520]. Cancer databases also shed light on the large array of point mutations in the ATR gene that occur in variety of tumors, and do not necessarily alter the level of the protein. These mutations can have a significant impact on the function of ATR. Sarcoma cells phenotypically fail to terminally differentiate and forced expression of ATR in myoblasts mimics this scenario by inhibiting differentiation through inhibiting MyoD [@bib0450]. Altogether, based on these observations, we can conclude that depending on the level and integrity of protein, ATR can function both as tumor suppressor or oncogene. However, insights in this particular direction will have a larger impact in therapeutics and targeted drug design.

5. Conclusions and future prospective {#sec0060}
=====================================

Although ATR is considered to be a DNA damage response kinase, it is clear that it plays a relevant role in a variety of cellular aspects independent of DNA damage. However, at present, we have less understanding of the molecular basis underlying such non-canonical ATR pathways. Most studies focus on the role of ATR in cell cycle arrest and phosphorylation of p53 and CHK1, but there is a need to understand further how ATR is activated in response to different stress stimuli and which are the key targets that are then phosphorylated. Moreover, what are the influences of MAP kinase and other signaling pathways on ATR functions.

Cilia form a major component of mechano and chemo sensing organs of the cell and neurons are one of the largest utilizers of chemical signaling. Presence of ATR in cilia and in neuronal cytoplasm plus spontaneous responses of ATR to mechanical stimuli all suggests a potential involvement of ATR in chemo and mechano signaling process, which needs to be further explored. Intricate crosstalk between ATR and organelles that regulate active cell dynamics like nuclear envelope, centrosomes and cytoskeleton leads to postulate the involvement of ATR in cellular processes such as migration and differentiation. This is also supported by the fact that seckel patients have defective neuronal migration, agenesis, and cardiomyopathy. In addition, overexpression of ATR inhibits myoblast differentiation and the mouse depleted for ATR suffers from stem cell loss. Further insights in this direction will be very useful and also clinically relevant.

To conclude, we propose that the phenotypes and symptoms exhibited by seckel patients and ATR deletion mouse model are a final outcome of accumulated defects due to failures in various cellular processes throughout development and post development, rather than caused by the damaged DNA alone. We hypothesize that ATR has a more general role in controlling cell plasticity and integrity and not only genome integrity. We propose that ATR can sense structural alterations in key cellular components (one of which is DNA) and respond by activating yet to be discovered pathways.
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![Mechanism of ATR activation in response to DNA Lesions. ATR activation at DNA damage sites mainly comprises two steps; \[I\] recognition and recruitment of ATR at DNA lesions; followed by \[II\] localized activation of ATR and subsequent initiation of DNA damage response pathway. ssDNA-RPA complex assist efficient recruitment of ATR-ATRIP and 9-1-1 complex on DNA damaged regions. Finally, TopBP1 and other proteins recruited to the sites and potentiate ATR activation. PTMs on RPA, ATRIP and ATR (depicted) also play a crucial role (feed back loop) in achieving complete ATR activation.](gr1){#fig0005}

![Domain specific structure of ATR. ATR is 2644 a.a. long with HEAT repeats at N- terminus (≈a.a. 1--1500) followed by a FAT domain (a.a. 1640--2185) and then the Kinase domain (KD) (a.a. 2322--2567). Last few amino acids of extreme c-terminus are most specific domains of PIKKs called FATC domain (a.a. 2612--2644). A PRD domain (a.a 2568--2597) that regulates the activity of the protein is located in-between the Kinase domain and the FATC domain.](gr2){#fig0010}

![Structural alterations of nuclear envelope induce ATR activation. Structural alterations in nuclear envelope caused by the torsional stress or by external mechanical stimulus recruit and activates ATR followed by consequent cellular response through CHK1 phosphorylation (depicted). Disruption of membrane fluidity by altering phospholipid composition or disruption of lamins by HIV Viral protein R(VPR) also activates ATR. Similar to ATR mediated DDR, ATR signaling from NE disruption can phosphorylate proteins like CHK1 and p53 and induce cellular response such cell cycle arrest.](gr3){#fig0015}

![Nucleolar ATR signaling. Oncogene induced ARF expression, UV/ActD induced nucleolar disruption activates ATR kinase. Mechanical stimulus such as nuclear compression, osmotic challenge and thermal shock induces ATR activation and its relocalization into the nucleolus. This relocalization induces cellular level responses similar to DDR and can help in recruitment of other proteins into the nucleolus.](gr4){#fig0020}
